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COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course, we examine the nature and impact of mass media in three broad sections – with each section devoted, respectively, to media producers, to the content that these producers provide, and to the audiences who interact with that content (and sometimes make their own content in the process). In the first section, we begin by considering the social implications of new forms of media, heeding the roles that competition, technology and regulation played in the historical spread of such forms. This historical perspective, in turn, allows us to make sense of such contemporary media as Netflix and Spotify. We then examine how current media industries are organized, and the implications that this holds for the careers of media workers. In the second section, we focus on the content of media products and investigate factors that promote or inhibit the range of content and representations, as well as the role that media content plays in terms of celebration and commemoration of the past. In the third and final section, we consider the audience that actively engages mass media products. We particularly pay attention to how they use this content to build identity and community, as well as use it to deal with broader social divides.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

• Attendance

You are strongly encouraged to attend class, especially because we will use class time to integrate the assigned readings and to present additional information not found in the readings.
Of course, given the current pandemic, some students might become sick or will need to go into isolation or quarantine. If you feel ill or fear that you are sick, please understand that I will be flexible about attendance. Thus, do not put yourself at risk for fear of missing a class. Each lecture will be recorded and posted on the Canvas site and available for you.

For those students attending the class in-person, I expect that we all will follow the safety protocols for our classroom – which includes the need for social distancing and masks.

As we navigate this semester together, let us also stay in touch.

- **Office Hours and Appointment**

I will be holding “virtual” office hours via Zoom on Mondays from 1:30 to 3:30 pm (Atlanta time – Eastern Standard Time). The Zoom link for office hours is:

https://emory.zoom.us/j/94647323595

Meeting ID: 946 4732 3595
One tap mobile
+14703812552,,94647323595# US (Atlanta)
+14702509358,,94647323595# US (Atlanta)

Dial by your location
+1 470 381 2552 US (Atlanta)
+1 470 250 9358 US (Atlanta)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
Meeting ID: 946 4732 3595
Find your local number: https://emory.zoom.us/u/aimnEe7FJ

Please use my Calendly link to sign up for a specific time: https://calendly.com/tdowd-1-office-hours

I will have other meetings times as needed, please email to arrange those as well:

tdowd@emory.edu

- **Written Assignments**

You are required to complete a final paper – one that you will write in stages across the semester.

For each “stage” I will distribute a question to which you will provide a 3- to 4-page answer that draws upon the class materials.
The final paper will emerge as you combine the stages together (incorporating the feedback that you receive along the way) and, at the end, provide an introduction and conclusion to the paper. The dates for the staged assignments, as well as the final paper, are listed below. Each staged assignment is worth 25% of your grade, with the final paper itself also worth 25%.

- **Honor Code**

The Emory University honor code applies fully to this course. When you sign an exam or submit your assignments, you are pledging to the honor code. For reference, please consult: [http://catalog.college.emory.edu/academic/policies-regulations/honor-code.html](http://catalog.college.emory.edu/academic/policies-regulations/honor-code.html).

---

**COURSE RESOURCES**

As the semester progresses, class materials (e.g., syllabus, slides) will be posted on the Canvas site for SOC 343 (see [http://classes.emory.edu/](http://classes.emory.edu/)).

The assigned readings are drawn from many sources, so there is no textbook. Instead, the required readings will be available at our Canvas site.

If you have any special needs, please contact me at the beginning of the semester and we will discuss the necessary arrangements. For additional information, visit the Emory Office of Accessibility Services website (see [http://equityandinclusion.emory.edu/access/index.html](http://equityandinclusion.emory.edu/access/index.html)).

---

**THREE POINTS ABOUT THE COURSE READINGS**

Please keep in mind three points regarding the readings below. (1) We will frequently be attending to the historical context of mass media – and that will be evident in the readings. This is not to say that we will be memorizing all sorts of dates and names. But, instead, we will heed historical patterns because they frequently have a bearing on what occurs today in the realm of mass media. (2) The readings below provide a mixture of modern “classics” and brand new article (with the rest falling chronologically between those two). The classics matter because they put forward important arguments and provide an important comparison with contemporary situations. Meanwhile, the newest articles help us keep apprised of the latest developments. (3) Some of these articles are written for specialists. Consequently, they sometimes make use of jargon and sophisticated techniques of analysis. But, have no fear! My job will be to translate those articles for you and, in the process, show you the usefulness of those articles for making sense of mass media and their social implications.

---

**COURSE SCHEDULE**

*(subject to revision)*

*August 20: Introductions*
SECTION ONE: MASS MEDIA PRODUCERS

*Constructing Media Industries: Competition, Regulation & Technology*

**August 25:**


**August 27:**


**September 1:**


**September 3:**


*Constructing Media Careers: Discrimination, Precariousness, and Digitalization*

**September 8:**


**September 10:**


**September 15:**


- **First Staged Assignment Distributed**
September 17:


September 22:

- Video Viewing: *Being George Clooney* (2016)
- First Staged Assignment Due

SECTION TWO: MASS MEDIA PRODUCTS AND CONTENT

*Representation & Genre: The Ebb and Flow of Media Content across Time*

September 24:


September 29:


October 1:


October 6:


*Consecration and Commemoration: Media Content and Remembering*

October 8:

October 13:


October 15:


• Second Staged Assignment Distributed

October 20:


October 22:

• Video Viewing: *Searching for Sugar Man* (2012)

• Second Staged Assignment Due

**SECTION THREE: MEDIA AUDIENCES**

*The Active Audience: The Formation of Tastes, Authenticity, and Community*

October 27:


October 29:


November 3:

**November 5:**

• Rebecca Chiyoko King-O’Rian. 2020. “‘They Were Having So Much Fun, So Genuinely…’: K-Pop Fan Online Affect and Corroborated Authenticity.” *New Media & Society* forthcoming.

*The Active Audience, Digital Boundaries and Bridges*

**November 10:**


**November 12:**


**November 17:**


• **Third Staged Assignment Distributed**

**November 19:**


**November 24:**

• Video Viewing: *Tom Felton Meets the Superfans* (2015)

• **Third Staged Assignment Due**

**December 8:**

• **Final Paper Due**